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  - *Competitive exchange*: At retirement, compete for individuals via an open platform (individualized pricing)
  - *Public option*: Individuals choose between private options and a governmental plan (PW) [≠ social security]
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- **Research question**: What would the Chilean market look like if it adopted a US-like Social Security system?
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Why do we see a decline for wealthy individuals?
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Illustration question: Is it possible to draw **downward** sloping demand and average cost curves?
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- Shouldn’t the indifference point move right? (not left)
- How would advantageous selection change this intuition?
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- **Identification:** *Loosely speaking, this [rank condition] requires that different types make different choices when faced with the same annuity contract offers.*
  - In other words... We can identify unobserved heterogeneity in the model if there is enough unobserved heterogeneity(!)

- **Suggestion:**
  - Contrast finite-mixture results with parametric models.
  - Example: Joint normal, or two dimension of heterogeneity as in Cohen and Einav.
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- **Suggestion:** Provide more details + intuition on the identification of the relative importance of adverse/advantageous selection
  - Better summarize the correlations across types and implications for WTP and Average Cost
  - Connect identification of unobserved heterogeneity with reduced-form tests for adverse/advantageous selection (e.g. Chiappori and Salanié test + Fan et al.)